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1. INTRODUCTION
Wavelets are advocated as being an efficient tool for compressing digital
signals or images. This efficiency is grounded on the following paradigm:
Objects, images, or signals with simple geometrical structures have sparse
wavelet expansions. Conversely, functions whose wavelet expansion is sparse
have interesting geometrical properties. This paper is aimed to provide sharp
answers to this paradigm. We will show that if a continuous function has
a sparse (or lacunary) wavelet expansion, this function is smooth outside
a set of small Hausdorff dimension. This sharply contrasts with what
happens for Fourier series: A lacunary Fourier series has everywhere the
same regularity. In order to make our statement more precise, we need to
define what is meant here by sparsity and smoothness.
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Let  belong to C 0 (R
n) or to C N0 (R
n) for some large value of N. We
want to study the behavior of
f (x)=:
j
:
k
a( j, k) (2 jx&k), (1)
where k # Zn, j # Z, and where
:( j)=\:k |a( j, k)|
p+
1p
# lq(Z). (2)
The sequence a( j, k) will be sparse if (2) holds for a pair ( p, q) such that
p and q belong to (0, 1]. If q>1, it is easy to show that the corresponding
function f (x) may be discontinuous at every point. (Such a function can
actually be nowhere locally bounded; the proof, obtained by piling up the
(2 j&k) on top of each other, is similar to the proof of optimality of
Proposition 2; we leave the details to the reader.) Thus, if one is interested
in smoothness properties of (1), q1 is the only case of interest, and we
make this assumption in the following.
Let us now define the pointwise Ho lder regularity at a point x0 . Let :
be a positive real number and m # N such that m:<m+1; f belongs to
C:(x0) if there exists a constant C>0 and a polynomial P of degree at
most m such that, in a neighbourhood of x0 ,
| f (x)&P(x)|C |x&x0 |:. (3)
The pointwise Ho lder exponent :( f, x0) is the supremum of the set of :s
such that (3) holds. We are now in a position for stating our main theorem.
Theorem 1. If qp, q1, and if f (x) is given by (1) where a( j, k)
satisfies (2), the Hausdorff dimension d(H) of the set of points x0 for which
:( f, x0)=H satisfies
d(H)pH if H # _0, inf \N, np++ (4)
and this result is optimal.
Similarly, if pq1,
d(H)qH if H # _0, inf \N, nq++ (5)
and this result is optimal.
The optimality result will be given in a very strong form, since (4) and
(5) are equalities for quasi-every function (in the sense of Baire categories);
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see Theorem 2. A quasi-sure result has to be stated in a Baire space; in
order to do it, we need to relate (2) to some function spaces, the Besov
spaces. Let 2nj2(2 jx&k),  # F, k # Zn, j # Z be an orthonormal wavelet
basis where  is compactly supported, of class CN. Here N is larger than
np and F is a finite set of 2n&1 wavelets. We now replace (1) by
f (x)= :
 # F
:
j
:
k
a( j, k, ) (2 jx&k).
The following characterization holds; see [1].
Lemma 1. The 2n&1 sequences a( j, k, ) satisfy (2) if an only if f
belongs to the homogeneous Besov space B4 np, qp .
Remarks. The weakest possible regularity conditions on the wavelets
such that this characterization holds can be found in [1].
The Besov spaces B4 np, qp are algebras (for pointwise multiplication) as
soon as q1; see [14].
If (1) and (2) hold, and if N>np, f # B4 np, qp (without any further
assumption on ). (Of course, in order to have a characterization of B4 np, qp
as the functions that can be written as (1) and (2), one needs further
assumption on the s.) As a consequence of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, we
obtain that
if q1 \f # B4 np, qp d(H)sup ( p, q) H. (6)
The following result, proved in Section 7, shows that optimality in
Theorem 1 holds for quasi-all functions. Note that the Besov spaces have
the Baire property: a countable intersection of everywhere dense sets is
dense (because Besov spaces are complete quasi-metric spaces, see [12]).
In a Baire space, a property is said to hold for quasi-all elements if it holds
at least on a countable intersection of everywhere dense sets.
Theorem 2. If qp, q1, quasi-all function f of the homogeneous
Besov space B4 np, qp satisfies
d(H)= pH if H # _0, np& . (7)
Similarly, if pq1, quasi-all function f of the homogeneous Besov space
B4 np, qp satisfies
d(H)=qH if H # _0, nq& . (8)
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Furthermore, in both case, if H>inf( np ,
n
q), H is nowhere an Ho lder exponent
of f.
This theorem extends to the critical case a similar result proved in [8]
for the Besov spaces B4 s, qp when s>np in which case d(H)=n& p(s&H)
for quasi-all functions. Functions such that (7) or (8) holds are called mul-
tifractal for the following reason: The sets where they have a given Ho lder
exponent form an infinite collection of fractal sets with different Hausdorff
dimensions. Thus, quasi-all functions of B4 np, qp are multifractal.
Comparing Theorems 1 and 2, we see that quasi-all functions of B4 np, qp
strive to have their Ho lder singularities on a set as large as possible.
Among the homogeneous Besov spaces B4 np, qp , two of them deserve
special consideration.
When p=q=1, B4 n, 11 (R
n) is the so-called bump algebra; this algebra was
first considered in [11]. D. Donoho used it for modeling signals which are
continuous but do not belong to any Ho lder class, see [3]. In other words
arbitrarily thin spikes can be found in the graph of F. This behavior is
found in many experimental signals. The bump algebra is characterized by
the following properties (see [11]): B is isometrically invariant under
translations f (x)  f (x&x0), x0 # Rn, under dilations f (x)  f (ax), a>0,
and B is the smallest Banach space containing the Schwarz class S(Rn)
and enjoying these properties.
If B is the bump algebra, Theorem 1 tells us the following. If f # B, then
dim[x # Rn; :( f, x0)=H]H.
Let us, for example, illustrate the two-dimensional case and consider the
function g(x) defined by
g(x)=
1
(log |x| ):
.(x),
where :>1, . is smooth, .(x)=1 if |x|14, and .(x)=0 if |x|12.
Then g(x) belongs to the bump algebra B, and the graph of g is extremely
spiky at 0 (:(g, 0)=0). Theorem 3 below will tell us that a function f
belonging to the bump algebra cannot be ‘‘spiky’’ along curves, or along
sets with positive Hausdorff dimension. Indeed, for any f in B4 2, 12 (R
2) and
for every positive H # (0, 2) there exists an exceptional set E(H) with
Hausdorff dimension dimH(E(H))H such that f # CH(x0) for every
x0  E(H). For instance, if 0<r<1 and if
f:, ;(x)=
(r2&|x|2):+
|log(r2&|x|2)|;
if |x|<r
(9)
=0 if |x|r,
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the pointwise Ho lder exponent of f:, ; satisfies :( f:, ; , x0)=: if |x0 |=r.
Therefore f # B4 2, 12 (R
2) if and only if either :=1 and ;>1 or :>1.
A second example is provided by the Beurling algebra. It is slightly larger
than the bump algebra; it is contained in the Wiener algebra A(Rn)=
FL1(Rn), but it has a simpler structure as a Banach algebra. In particular,
spectral synthesis is possible in the Beurling algebra, that is why
A. Beurling constructed the Beurling algebra. For defining the Beurling
algebra, one considers a collection of weights. We write | # 0 if | is a
radial function, if |(x) is an increasing function of |x|, and if |(x) satisfies
the crucial condition
|
Rn
dx
|(x)
<.
Then
L2(Rn, | dx)={ f # L2loc ; | | f (x)|2 |(x) dx<+=/L2(Rn).
A function f belongs to the Beurling algebra if and only if f is the Fourier
transform F of a function F belonging to L2(Rn, | dx) for some | # 0. The
Beurling algebra (which will be denoted by B ) was identified as the
homogeneous Besov space B4 n2, 12 by Y. Meyer [11]. Thus, f # B if and only
if (2) holds for ( p, q)=(2, 1). If f # B , Theorem 1 yields
dim[x # Rn; :( f, x0)=H]2H.
The following example explains why we obtain the upper bound 2H in the
Beurling algebra case, as compared to the upper bound H for the bump
algebra. We consider again the functions f:, ; defined above by (9); f:, ;
belongs to the Beurling algebra if and only if :=12 and ;>1 or :>12.
Let us assume :=12 and ;>1; the Ho lder exponent of f12, ; is equal to
12 when |x0 |=r and is equal to  elsewhere.
The third example we consider deals with infinitely sparse wavelet expan-
sions. A sequence (a( j, k)) j # Z, k # Zn is infinitely sparse if
\p>0 :
j
:
k
|a( j, k)| p<.
In other words, the non-increasing rearrangement c0*c1* } } } of the
sequence |a( j, k)| ( j # Z, k # Zn) should satisfy c*NCqN&q for q=0, 1,
2, .... Equivalently, the wavelet expansion of a function f is infinitely sparse if
f # ,
0<p1
B4 np, pp .
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If in (1) the sequence a( j, k) is infinitely sparse, there exists an exceptional
set E* of dimension 0 such that :( f, x0)=+ if x0  E (this statement,
slightly stronger than Theorem 1, will actually be proved; see Theorem 3).
That is not saying that f is C outside E since, for instance, E may be
dense in Rn. The pioneering work of V. Peller [13] paved the way to a
deep understanding of the properties of functions whose wavelet expan-
sions are infinitely sparse. In the one-dimensional case, one is interested in
the non-linear approximation of a function f (x) (x # R) by rational func-
tions PN QN . More precisely, one defines
\N( f )=inf " f &PNQn " , where deg (PN)<deg (QN)N.
Then \N( f )=O(N&q) for every integer q if and only if the wavelet expan-
sion of f is infinitely sparse, see [2]. When n2, the characterization of
functions whose wavelet expansions are infinitely sparse is more involved.
A last remark concerns the Besov spaces B4 s, qp when s{np. If s&np
<0, there exists functions in B4 s, qp which are everywhere locally unbounded.
For such functions, the spectrum of singularities does not make sense. If
s>np, every function f in B4 s, qp belongs to the Ho lder space C4
s&np(Rn),
and (see [9]),
d(H)n& p(s&H) for Hs&np. (10)
In the case of Sobolev spaces, the critical behavior which we study in the
present paper never appears. If H s, p(Rn) denotes the space of functions
f # L p(Rn) such that (&2)s2 f # L p(Rn) (s0, p1), two cases only
appear: If s&np0, there exists functions in H s, p which are everywhere
locally unbounded, and if s&np>0, every function f in H s, p belongs to
the Ho lder space C4 s&np(Rn) and (10) holds; see [9]. Finally, note that the
techniques developed in [9] cannot give upper bounds for d(H) in the
critical cases s=np, because they require a minimal Ho lder regularity in
order to yield pointwise regularity results. Section 2 illustrates this remark:
We obtain the sharpest possible pointwise regularity results that can be
derived from decay estimates on the wavelet coefficients in absence of
uniform Ho lder regularity.
The upper bounds (4) and (5) are proved in Sections 3 and 4. First
optimality results are proved for (4) and (5) respectively in Sections 5
and 6: We construct in each case one function for which either (4) or (5)
becomes an equality. Section 7 shows that this optimality results actually
hold for quasi-every functions.
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2. POINTWISE REGULARITY IN ABSENCE OF UNIFORM
HO LDER REGULARITY
Pointwise regularity criteria based on decay estimates on the wavelet
coefficients were usually obtained as a consequence of the following result
of [5] (see also [9]).
Proposition 1. If f is C:(x0), the wavelet coefficients of f satisfy
|a( j, k)|C2&:j (1+|2 jx0&k| ):. (11)
Conversely, if there exists =>0 such that f # C =(Rn), and if (11) holds, then
there exists a polynomial P of degree at most [:] such that, in a
neighbourhood of x0 ,
| f (x)&P(x)|C |x&x0 |: |log( |x&x0 | )|. (12)
It follows in particular that, when f # C =(Rn), :( f, x0) is given by the
formula
:( f, x0)= lim inf
k2&j  x0 , j  +
log |a( j, k)|
log(2& j+|k2& j&x0 | )
. (13)
This result if false when f has no uniform Ho lder regularity; see [5] for
examples of functions for which (11) holds though \:>0 f  C :(x0). There-
fore, a natural question is to determine if some pointwise regularity is
implied from (11) under the sole assumption that f # B4 np, qp .
Proposition 2. If f belongs to B4 np, qp for q<1, and if the wavelet coef-
ficients of f satisfy
|a( j, k)|C2&:j (1+|2 jx0&k| ):,
f belongs to C:(1&q)(x0), and this result is optimal.
The following corollary follows immediately from Proposition 2.
Corollary 1. If f has an infinitely sparse wavelet expansion, its Ho lder
exponent is given at every point by
:( f, x0)= lim inf
k2&j  x0 , j  +
log |a( j, k)|
log(2& j+|k2& j&x0 | )
.
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Proof of Proposition 2. We can suppose that we use a wavelet  sup-
ported in the ball B(0, M), for an M>0. We write f as a sum f (x)=
f1(x)+ f2(x) where
f1(x)= :
|x0&k2&j |4M2&j
a( j, k) (2 jx&k),
f2(x)= :
|x0&k2&j |>4M2&j
a( j, k) (2 jx&k).
If |x0&k2& j|4M2& j, (11) implies that |a( j, k)|C2&:j and therefore f1
belongs to C:(RN). Let us denote by * the dyadic cube k2& j+[0, 2& j]n.
We now consider | f2(x)| which is bounded by
C \supj, k |a( j, k)|1&q 1M*(x)+\ :j $, k$ |a( j $, k$)|
q 1M*$(x)+ .
Since for a given j $, k$ 1M*$(x)C(M), it follows that
:
j $
:
k$
|a( j $, k$)| q 1M*$(x)
C(M)1&qp :
j $ \:k$ |a( j $, k$)|
p 1M*$(x)+
qp
C$
because of f # B4 np, qp . If x # M*, |x&*|M2
& j; since |x0&*|4M2& j,
|a( j, k)|C(2& j+|x0&k2& j| ):C$ |x&x0 |:;
and we obtain that | f2(x)|C |x&x0 | :(1&q).
Let us now prove the optimality of Proposition 2. We can clearly restrict
to the case x0=0 without loss of generality. We use a compactly supported
wavelet such that (0)>0. Let jn be a sequence of integers such that j0 is
chosen large enough and jn+1=2 jn, and let dn=2& jn2. We consider the
function f whose wavelet coefficients are defined by
a( j, k)=d:n if _n: k2
& j=dn and jn j< jn+
d &q:n
jn
=0 else.
Since f has at each scale j at most one non-vanishing wavelet coefficient, it
follows easily that f # B4 np, qp and furthermore f satisfies (11). It remains to
check that f is not smoother that C:(1&q) at 0. But
f2(dn)=(0)
d:nd
&q:
n
jn
c
d:(1&q)n
log(1dn)
.
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Since, on the other hand, f vanishes for x0, it follows that \P polyno-
mial, | f (x)&P(x&x0)| cannot be bounded by C |x&x0 |:$ if :$>:(1&q).
3. UPPER BOUNDS WHEN p1
In this section, we prove the upper bounds (4) and (5) when p1 and
q1. Let us denote by A pq the collection of sequences a( j, k) satisfying (2).
We obviously have A pq /A
p
q$ if qq$ and A
p
q /A
p$
q if pp$ in such a way
that it suffices to prove (4) or (5) if q= p1. Given an exponent
B # (0, np), our goal is the construction of an exceptional set E(B) satisfy-
ing the two conditions
dimH E(b)pB (14)
:( f, x0)B if x0  E(B). (15)
This exceptional set E(B) will be constructed as the union of two sets UB
and V B. Let us first define UB. Let b=1B and
U Bj =.
k
B(k2& j, |a( j, k)|b),
where f is given by (1), and B(x, r) denotes the ball of radius r centered
at x. Since j k |a( j, k)| p<, we obtain
dimH UBpB,
where UB=lim sup j  + U Bj . If x0  U
B, there exists j0 such that
|x0&k2& j||a( j, k)|b, \j j0 , k # Zn
which can be written
|a( j, k)||x0&k2& j|b, \j j0 , k # Zn. (16)
We now define V B. Let 4j be the collection of the dyadic cubes *=
k2& j+[0, 2& j)n and 4=j=& 4j . Freezing j and writing a(*)=a( j, k),
we denote by W Bj the collection of cubes * # 4j such that
:
*$/3*
|a(*$)| p2&pBj.
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Let now
V Bj = .
* # Wj
B
2M*.
Lemma 2. Let V B=lim supj  + V Bj . Then dimH V
BpH.
Indeed, since j k |a( j, k)| p<, obviously
:
* # 4j
:
*$/3*
|a(*$)| p<;
therefore, there are at most C2 pBj dyadic cubes in W Bj , which proves
Lemma 2.
If x0  V B, there exists j0 such that \j j0 , k # Zn
|x0&k2& j|2M2& j O :
*$ # 3*, * # 4j
|a(*$)| p2&pBj. (17)
We now return to the proof of (15). The series f (x) is written as a sum
f (x)= f0(x)+ f1(x)+ f2(x) where
f0(x)= :
j< j0
:
k
a( j, k) (2 jx&k)
f1(x)= :
j j0
:
|x0&k2&j |4M2&j
a( j, k) (2 jx&k);
f0 is obviously a function of class CN if  # C N0 .
As regards f1(x), since x0  UB, (16) implies that
|a( j, k)||x0&k2& j|B(4M)B 2&Bj
and f1 belongs to the Ho lder class CB(RN). We now treat the last term
f2(x)= :
j j0
:
|x0&k2&j |>4M2&j
a( j, k) (2 jx&k).
Let J=J(x) be defined by
2&J&1|x&x0 |<2&J.
Let a be the largest integer such that 2aM.
Lemma 3. With the notations defined above,
f2(x)= :
j>J+a
:
|x0&k2&j |>4M2&j
a( j, k) (2 jx&k).
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Indeed, if (2 jx&k){0, |x&k2& j|2M2& j which implies
|x0&k2& j| |x&x0 |+|x&k2& j|2&J+2M2& j.
But |x0&k2& j|>4M2& j, which implies 2M2& j<2&J, and j>J+a as
announced.
If C=&& , we obviously have
f2(x)C :
j>J+a
:
|x0&k2&j |>4M2&j
|a( j, k)| 1M*(x) (18)
which is bounded by
C (sup
j, k
|a( j, k)|1& p 1M*(x)) \ :j $, k$ |a( j $, k$)|
p 1M*$(x)+
(where the indices belong to the same set as (18)). If 1M*$(x){0, then
|x&k$2& j $|2M2& j $ which implies
|x0&k$2& j $|2M2& j $+|x&x0 |2M2& j $+2&J2.2&J. (19)
Therefore the dyadic cube *$=k$2& j $+[0, 2& j $)n is contained in 3*, where
* is the dyadic cube of size 2&J which contains x0 . Finally, one uses (17)
and obtains
:
j $, k$
|a( j $, k$)| p 1M*$(x)2&pBJ.
Since x0  UB, (16) and (19) yield
sup
j, k
|a( j, k)|1& p 1M*(x)C2&(1& p) BJ;
it follows that | f2(x)|C |x&x0 | B, so that f # CB(x0).
The result proved is actually stronger than Theorem 1, and we state it
now.
Theorem 3. Let f (x) belong to B4 np, pp where 0<p1. For every positive
H there exists an exceptional set EH with Hausdorff dimension dimH E(H)
pH such that \x0  E(H), f # CH(x0).
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4. UPPER BOUNDS WHEN p>1
The proof has the same structure as in the previous case. We define two
exceptional sets UB and V B with the properties
dim UBpB, dim V BpB
and
x0  UB _ V B O f # CB(x0).
The definition of UB is identical to what was done in the first case; In order
to define V B, we start with the definition of W Bj .
Freezing j, we consider for * # 4j
A(*)= :
j $ j \ :*$/3*, *$ # 4j $ |a(*$)|
p+
qp
. (20)
Let us assume the following lemma whose proof is delayed.
Lemma 4. For each j1 and =>0 we have
Card[* # 4j ; A(*)=]C=&pq.
We take ==2& jBq and define
WBj =[* # 4j ; A(*)2
& jBq].
We have Card W Bj C2
jpB; let V Bj =* # WjB 2M*, and V
B=lim sup j  +
VBj . Then dimH V
BpH. We summarize the definition of V B in the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 5. If x0  V B, there exists j1 such that if j j1
|x0&k2& j|2M2& j O A(*)2& jBq.
The upper bound (4) is consequence of the following result.
Lemma 6. If x0  UB _ V B then f # CB(x0).
As above we split the wavelet expansion of f (x) into f (x)=f0(x)+
f1(x)+f2(x) where
f0(x)= :
j<sup (j0, j1), k
a( j, k) (2 jx&k),
f1(x)= :
|x0&k2& j | 4M2&j
a( j, k) (2 jx&k),
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and
f2(x)= :
|x0&k2&j |>4M2& j
a( j, k) (2 jx&k).
As in the previous section, f0 is a smooth as the wavelet ; if x0  UB, f1
belongs to the Ho lder class CB(RN); and finally, if J is defined by 2&J&1
|x&x0 |<2&J,
f2(x)= :
j>J+a
:
|x0&k2&j |>4M2&j
a( j, k) (2 jx&k).
We bound | f2(x)| by   a$( j, k) 1M*(x) where a$( j, k)=|a( j, k)| if
|x0&k2& j|>4M2& j and j>J+a, and a$( j, k)=0 else.
Thus
| f2(x)|sup (a$( j, k))1&q   (a$( j, k))q 1M*(x).
But, since j j0 ,
|a( j, k)||x0&k2& j|B6B |x&x0 |B
so that
| f2(x)|C |x&x0 | B(1&q)   (a$( j, k))q 1M*(x);
since, for a given j, * # 4j 1M*(x)C(M),
  (a$( j, k))q 1M*(x)C(M)1&qp :
j \:k (a$( j, k))
p 1M*(x)+
qp
.
Denoting by * the dyadic cube belonging to 4J and containing x0 , we
know that 1M*(x){0 implies */3* . Since x0  V B, Lemma 5 (used with
J+a instead of j, and j instead of j $ in (20)) applies and yields
:
j \:k (a$( j, k))
p+
qp
C2&JBqC$ |x&x0 |Bq;
it follows that | f2(x)|C |x&x0 | B.
We now return to Lemma 4, which is an immediate consequence of the
following observation.
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Lemma 7. Let r # (0, 1) and #( j, k)0, j, k # N a sequence such that
:
j0 \ :k0 #( j, k)+
r
1.
The cardinality of the set S of ks such that  j0 (#( j, k))r= does not
exceed =&1r.
Proof of Lemma 7. If |S| denotes the cardinality of the set S, Ho lder’s
inequality yields
\ :k # S #( j, k)+
r
|S| r&1 :
k # S
#( j, k)r
which implies, using the definition of S,
1 :
j0 \ :k0 #( j, k)+
r
 :
j0 \ :k # S #( j, k)+
r
|S| r&1 :
j0
:
k # S
(#( j, k))r|S| r =.
Remark. Note that, here again, we proved a result stronger than
Theorem 1; we actually proved that if f (x) belongs to B4 np, qp with q1<p,
for every positive H there exists an exceptional set EH with Hausdorff
dimension dimH E(H)pH such that \x0  E(H), f # CH(x0).
5. A FIRST OPTIMALITY RESULT WHEN pq
We prove now an optimality result, namely that for any q1, there
exists fq such that \p>0, fq # B4 np, qp and such that the spectrum of
singularities of fq is d(H)=qH. (We treat the one-dimensional case to
simplify the notations; the multi-dimensional case is similar.)
Let, for i2,
a(i)=
1
(i(log i)2)1q
and
fq(x)= :

i=1
a(i) (2ix&mi), (21)
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where mi=2i&r(i&2r), 2ri<2r+1. Note that, when i increases from 2r to
2r+1&1, mi 2i takes all dyadic values k2r, k # [0, ..., 2r&1]. Since fq has
only one non-vanishing wavelet coefficient at each scale,
\:k |a(i, k)|
p+
1p
=a(i) # lq,
therefore fq(x) belongs to B1p, qp whatever p be in (0, ). For each :1,
we will obtain a set of dimension 1: where the Ho lder exponent is 1:q.
The optimality of (5) clearly follows.
Let x0 be fixed. For each wavelet coefficient we will estimate the order
of magnitude of
log( |a( j, k)| )
log(2& j+|x0&*| )
; (22)
indeed, for any function f (without any assumption of uniform Ho lder
regularity)
:( f, x0)lim inf
*  x0
log( |a( j, k)| )
log(2& j+|x0&*| )
; (23)
see [5]. The Ho lder exponent of fq depends on the dyadic approximation
properties of the point considered.
Definition 1. A point x0 # Rn is :-approximable by dyadics if there
exists a sequence (kl , jl) such that jl+1> j l and \l
}x0&kl2 jl }
1
2:jl
. (24)
The dyadic exponent of x0 is the supremum of all :s such that x0 is
:-approximable by dyadics. We denote it by :(x0).
The dyadic exponent of a point is of course never smaller than 1.
Let now x0 be :-approximable by dyadics; there exists a sequence (kl , jl)
such that (24) holds. We then define il # N and mil # Z
n by
mil
2il
=
kl
2 jl
, 2 jli l<2 jl+1.
Then
|a(mil , ij)|=a(il)C2
& jlqj &2ql
C |x0&k l2& jl| 1:q |log |x0&kl2& jl| | &2:q.
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It follows that
:( fq , x0)
1
:q
on a set of positive 1:-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Since :( fq , x0)<
1:q on a set of vanishing 1:-dimensional Hausdorff measure (because of
the upper bounds on the spectrum), it follows that the set of points x0
where :( fq , x0)=1:q has Hausdorff dimension 1:. Since this is true for
any :1, the spectrum of singularities of fq is D(H)=Hq.
6. A FIRST OPTIMALITY RESULT FOR WHEN qp
We consider a given Besov space B4 np, qp where qp and q1. We con-
struct a function F (=Fp, q) for which (7) holds. We now define the wavelet
coefficients a( j, k) of F. Let j1 and k # [0, ..., 2 j&1] be given. We define
J j as follows. Consider the irreducible representation
k
2 j
=
K
2J
, where K # Zn&(2Z)n. (25)
Let
a=
1
p
+
2
q
; (26)
we choose
a( j, k)=
1
j a
2&(np) J. (27)
Proposition 3. The function F whose wavelet coefficients are given by
(27) belongs to B4 np, qp .
For each x0 , the Ho lder exponent of F at x0 belongs to the interval
[0, np]; and on this interval
d(H)= pH.
We star by proving the first part of Proposition 3. Let j be given. For
each J j there are less than 2nJ values of k satisfying (25); thus
:
k
|a( j, k)| p
1
jap
:
j
J=0
2nJ (2&nJp) p= j1&ap,
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and (2) holds. Let us now determine the Ho lder exponent of this function
everywhere on (0, 1)d; it will depend on the dyadic approximation proper-
ties of the point considered.
Lemma 8. The Ho lder exponent of the function F satisfies
:( f, x0)
n
:(x0) p
.
Proof of Lemma 8. Let x0 be fixed. For each wavelet coefficient let us
estimate the order of magnitude of
log( |a( j, k)| )
log(2& j+|x0&*| )
. (28)
Let =>0. There exists an infinite number of (Kn , Jn) such that
}x0&Kn2Jn }
1
2(:(x0)&=) Jn
. (29)
Consider the wavelet coefficients a( j, k) such that k2 j=Kn 2Jn and
j=[:(x0) Jn]. Since
a( j, k)=
1
ja
2&(np) Jn,
it follows that
log( |a( j, k)| )
log(2& j+|x0&*| )
=
log( |a( j, k)| )
& j log 2
(1+o(1))
=
Jn
j
n
p
(1+o(1))=
n
:(x0) p
(1+o(1)).
Thus the liminf of (28) on these coefficients is n:(x0) p and Lemma 8
holds. It follows that
:(F, x0)
n
:p
on a set of positive n:-dimensional Hausdorff measure. Since :(F, x0)<
n:p on a set of vanishing n:-dimensional Hausdorff measure (because of
the upper bounds on the spectrum), it follows that the set of points x0
where :(F, x0)=n:p has Hausdorff dimension n:. Since this is true for
any :1, the spectrum of singularities of F is D(H)=Hp.
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7. GENERICITY OF THE OPTIMALITY RESULTS
In this section, we prove Theorem 2. Let us start with the first assertion.
Since B4 np, qp is separable, we can pick a sequence fl dense in B4
np, q
p . We
denote by gl the following modification of fl :
v If j<l the wavelet coefficients of gl are the same as those of fl .
v If jl the wavelet coefficients a( j, k) of gl are the same as those of
the function F constructed in the previous subsection.
It clearly follows from our choice of the wavelet coefficients of the func-
tion F that & fl& gl& in B4 np, qp tends to 0 when l tends to +. Thus the
sequence gl is also dense in B4 np, qp . The G$ dense set that we will consider
is
A= ,
m # N
.
lm
B(gl , rl), (30)
where
rl=
1
2la
2&lnp.
The set A is clearly a countable intersection of dense open sets. We have
chosen rl small enough so that, at the scale j=l each wavelet coefficient of
a function f in B(gl , rl) is close to the corresponding coefficient of F;
indeed, it follows from (27) that the smallest coefficient of the function F
at the scale j=l is (1la) 2&nlp and, because of our choice of rl , the corre-
sponding wavelet coefficient of f is between half and two times this quantity.
If a function f belongs to the residual set A, it belongs to an infinite
number of balls B(gl , rl). Denote by Blk this sequence of balls. Thus, at the
scales j=lk , the wavelet coefficients of f are ‘‘close’’ to those of the function
F. We denote by F: the set of points x such that
_K # Zd&(2Z)d, }x& K2[lk:] }
1
2lk
for an infinite number of values of k. This set can also be defined as
lim sup
m  
.
km, K
K
2[lk:]
+_& 12lk ,
1
2lk&
d
.
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Let us first estimate the Ho lder exponent of f at such a point x # F: . We
consider the wavelet coefficient indexed by j and k$ such that j=lk and
k$
2 j
=
K
2[lk:]
.
Thus a( j, k) j&a 2&(np)[lk:] and
log( |a( j, k)| )
log(2& j+|x0&*| )
=
&(np)[lk :]
& j
(1+o(1))=
n
:p
(1+o(1))
so that the Ho lder exponent at this point is smaller than n:p. In order to
compute the dimension of F: , let us first recall the following definitions.
Let h: R+  R+ be a continuous increasing function satisfying h(0)=0,
and let A be a bounded subset of Rd. If |B| denotes the diameter of the set
B, let
Hh= (A)=inf
U { :(ui) # U h( |ui | )= ,
where the infimum is taken on all coverings U by families of balls
(ui) i # N of radius at most =. The Hh-measure of A is defined as Hh(A)=
lim=  0H
h
=(A). We use the functions ha(x)=(log x)
2 |x| a.
Since
.
mk, K
K
2[lk:]
+_& 12lk: ,
1
2 lk:&
n
is [0, 1]n, we are exactly in the position to apply [7, Theorem 2] which
asserts that Hhn:(F:)>0 (so that the Hausdorff dimension of F: is larger
than n:). Since the set of points where F has a Ho lder exponent less than
n:p has a vanishing Hhn: Hausdorff measure, it follows that the set of
points where the Ho lder exponent of F is exactly n:p has the dimension
n:.
We obtained that the spectrum of F satisfies (7) when the Ho lder expo-
nent is computed for x0 # (0, 1)n; it will follow that the spectrum of quasi-
all functions is also given by (7) when the Ho lder exponent is computed for
x0 # (0, 1)n. Clearly this result does not depend on the particular choice of
the unit cube, so that it is true for any open cube. Covering Rn by a
countable family of open cubes, we obtain (7) for a countable intersection
of dense G$ sets, hence on a dense G$ set. The first assertion of Theorem 2
follows. The proof of the second assertion is completely similar.
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